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If every era has its 
catchphrase, then 
sustainability surely must 
be today’s. The recent 
sustainability seminar 
hosted by RMIT and 
supported by the Council of 
Textile & Fashion Industries 
of Australia (TFIA), looked 
behind the buzzword to 
provide a refreshingly critical 
look at the challenges and 
successes it entails, writes 
Belinda Smart.

Taking place on October 20 as part of 
RMIT’s public lecture series and titled 
‘Leading Global Retailers – working in 
fibre sustainability’, the seminar offered 
a summation of current challenges 
and successes in the pursuit of fibre 
sustainability. The audience heard first from 
Paula Rogers, industry liaison at the Council 
of Textile & Fashion Industries of Australia 
(TFIA); then from Phoebe Croyle, marketing 
manager of The Merino Company and Tracy 
Mak, environmental manager of furnishing 
textile and sustainability specialist Instyle. 
Paula Rogers has 25 years in international 
supply chain. While living and working 

in Hong Kong (from 1995 to 2003), she 
specialised in ethical trade and corporate 
social responsibility, overseeing 6,000 
factories in 80 countries for some of the 
world’s largest retailers. Titled ‘What in the 
world is going on in fibre sustainability?’ 
Rogers’ RMIT presentation provided a 
unique perspective on some of the key 
issues inherent in fashion and textile 
companies’ reliance on cotton. Aside from 
the toll taken on the environment through 
the use of pesticides to boost cotton yields, 
rising prices comprised a major challenge, 
Rogers contended; recent disasters such as 
the flooding in Pakistan had driven up the 
price of cotton, but it was unlikely prices 
woull drop back even when supply returned 
to normal, due to increased demand and 
limited supply. 

As a result, she said, major overseas 
retailers like Marks & Spencer, Walmart, and 
C&A had been moving towards certified 
cotton options such as Organic, Fairtrade 
or Transition cotton, as much to secure 
supply as to embrace sustainability. Nearer 
to home, innovative companies such as 
Aussiebum, which recently launched 
underwear made from banana fibre mixed 
with cotton and elastane, were looking for 
ways to reduce their reliance on cotton. 

Speaking to AT&F magazine after the 
seminar, Rogers said the writing was on the 
wall for local players dependent on cotton. 

“Here in Australia, we haven’t felt the fibre 
price increase yet because our dollar is 
strong and has absorbed the cost increase. 
But once the dollar drops, we’ll start to see 
it. The days of the $5 or $10 RRP cotton 
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